Biosynthesis and Regulation of the Branched-Chain Amino Acids†.
This review focuses on more recent studies concerning the systems biology of branched-chain amino acid biosynthesis, that is, the pathway-specific and global metabolic and genetic regulatory networks that enable the cell to adjust branched-chain amino acid synthesis rates to changing nutritional and environmental conditions. It begins with an overview of the enzymatic steps and metabolic regulatory mechanisms of the pathways and descriptions of the genetic regulatory mechanisms of the individual operons of the isoleucine-leucine-valine (ilv) regulon. This is followed by more-detailed discussions of recent evidence that global control mechanisms that coordinate the expression of the operons of this regulon with one another and the growth conditions of the cell are mediated by changes in DNA supercoiling that occur in response to changes in cellular energy charge levels that, in turn, are modulated by nutrient and environmental signals. Since the parallel pathways for isoleucine and valine biosynthesis are catalyzed by a single set of enzymes, and because the AHAS-catalyzed reaction is the first step specific for valine biosynthesis but the second step of isoleucine biosynthesis, valine inhibition of a single enzyme for this enzymatic step might compromise the cell for isoleucine or result in the accumulation of toxic intermediates. The operon-specific regulatory mechanisms of the operons of the ilv regulon are discussed in the review followed by a consideration and brief review of global regulatory proteins such as integration host factor (IHF), Lrp, and CAP (CRP) that affect the expression of these operons.